
We work
food

Accelerate 
growth at 
World Food 
Center
CONNECT YOUR BUSINESS TO THE 
HEART OF FOOD INNOVATION



Our global population is growing. The climate is changing.

Our food supply demands more sustainability – more  

healthy food and innovative business models. World Food 

Center fulfils a key role, with its central location in the 

heart of the innovative Foodvalley: the spot where more 

and more entrepreneurs, public authorities and educational 

institutions work together on our food supply of the future.
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Everything revolves around food at the World  

Food Center: the ultimate food meeting place in 

the Netherlands. On the edge of the Veluwe,  

a dynamic new urban district is emerging at the  

former barracks site in Ede, where people live, 

work and experience. It is where we are creating 

an optimal and high-potential business climate  

for innovative (agri)food businesses, organisations 

and knowledge institutions who strive to work  

together on a healthy future for people, planet  

and profit: We Work Food.

The food 
meeting place  
in the Netherlands
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Artist impression of the  

World Food Center



Development of the World Food Center Experience
This area will be a hotbed of interaction between businesses 
and consumers, with the crowd-pulling World Food Center 
Experience. This themed attraction will pull in more than 
300,000 visitors from 2023: a place where consumers are 
offered an extraordinary experience all about food and food 
production. Businesses settling here will find an excellent 
space for research or for experimenting and engaging in 
dialogue with the target group.

Where food and Veluwe meet
This location is utterly unique. Unspoilt nature mingled with 
a rich food history. The ultimate spot for those who dream, 
think, dare or do. Rugged and unpolished, with plenty of 
space for creating, developing and innovating. The former 
Maurits Zuid barracks here in Ede are transformed into the 
ultimate food meeting place in the Netherlands – the heart 
of the Foodvalley region, with Wageningen University & 
Research just a stone’s throw away.

The food 
meeting place  
in the Netherlands
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Frisopark

Tranquil 
and urban living 

environment

Forest  
assault course 
(Stormbaan)

A comprehensive 
programme

Maurits barracks

Hotel and 
conference 

centre

A glimpse into the future

World Food 
Center 

Experience
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Frisopark

Veluwe 
nature reserve

Akoesticum

Flexible  
zone

New  
railway station 

Ede- 
Wageningen

Utrecht 
26 minutes

Arnhem  
14 minutes

We work food
All that is needed to boost food  
innovation is here. Everything is  
geared towards (collaborative) working 
and networking. A staggering  
50,000 m² of offices, workspaces, 
facilities for research and testing,  
exhibition space. Conference facilities 
– for sharing inspiration and knowledge - 
spanning more than 10,000 m²,  
including a hotel for guests from across 
the globe.

We experience food 
Events, an experience, conferences 
and courses where both businesses 
and consumers learn from each other 
about food innovations. The Experience 
informs and encourages consumers to 
make healthier and more sustainable 
choices for today and for future  
generations. This is where visitors  
experience the hidden world behind  
our daily food. 

 
We live food 
An urban residential area, in the middle 
of a forest. The World Food Center is 
transforming into a new and vibrant 
district in Ede, with around 600 fa-
mily homes and apartments. Here, at 
the ultimate food meeting place in the 
Netherlands, the Veluwe’s stunning 
natural beauty literally spills over into 
the city. A unique place for people to 
live, work and experience.

Friso barracks

B2B  
storefront

Business to
consumer

Business to
business

Building plots for  
business premises

Hospitality
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This is where new products, concepts and services are  
developed, tested and marketed. As a result, the efforts  
related to solving our food problems also bring plenty of  
economic opportunities.

Opportunities for every link in the chain
We strive for profit on all fronts. We work together to achieve 
financially healthy businesses as well as a sustainable future 
for food. Anyone who (in)directly contributes to a healthier  
and more sustainable food system is welcome to establish 
themselves here. The World Food Center is the perfect  
microclimate for businesses and organisations from any  
segment of the food industry. This inspiring environment  

connects businesses, business service providers,  
trade associations, knowledge institutions and educational  
institutes.

Endless
possibilities

Existing offices in Friso barracks

NederBanaan greenhouse and listed monument the Maurits barracks

The amalgamation of industriousness and the drive for innovation focused on 

food has meant the advent of a hyper-specialised region for innovation right 

here. Like the agrifood version of Silicon Valley. The World Food Center is the 

vibrant and appealing heart where entrepreneurial spirit, research and  

education are key. 

We Work Food

Settle at World Food Center – your way
Whether you are looking for your own premises, or you 
would prefer to join like-minded entrepreneurs in a dynamic 
communal space: almost anything is possible here. Rent or 
buy, temporary or permanent. From offices to laboratories, 
from flexible workplaces to start-up hubs: you decide what 
suits your business at the World Food Center. Surrounded by 
start-ups and multinationals. And when you are ready to buy 
premises, World Food Center project partner Rabobank can 
offer a wide range of finance options.
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The Silicon Valley of  
agrifood in the heart of 
the Netherlands

Artist impression of the World Food Center

Artist impression of the World Food Center 

Experience

Artist impression of newbuild offices
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There are places where everything  
is just exactly right. Where past and  
present meet and offer opportunities 
for the future. The combination of  
Ede and the World Food Center is  
such a place. 
 
The garrison town where soldiers  
moved into the Maurits barracks in 
1900 has emerged as a beautiful region 
where living, working and experiencing 
in these listed buildings has become 
reality. That is the World Food Center. 

Over to the consumer
Since 2014, Ede has been working 
towards an ambitious goal: healthy and 
sustainable food for everyone.  

“The consumer holds the answer  
to food problems”

Interview

Leon Meijer, alderman Food at the municipality of Ede

Our diet must be changed drastically 
to be able to provide 10 billion people 
with healthy and sustainable food in 
the near future

A spotlight is shining on food at the 
moment, and the entire world is  
watching. How will we feed 10 billion 
people soon? And what is healthy  
for our bodies? The food debate is  
becoming more and more all-encom-
passing. Experts, businesses and  
universities are already taking part in 
the dialogue, but the consumer is still 
one step behind – even though they 
are the ones who can influence  
change. Research shows that diets 
must be changed completely if we are 
to provide healthy and sustainable 
food to 10 billion people in the future. 
This can only be achieved if the  
consumer is receptive to change. Or  
rather: the consumer should expect 
food producers to make changes.

The meeting place
All these ambitions converge at the 
World Food Center. The spot where 
consumers, businesses, knowledge  
institutions and public authorities  
share knowledge and inspire one 
another. It is happening right now: 
several entrepreneurs have already 
settled at the World Food Centre, such 
as Food Inspiration, NederBanaan 
and Bionext. Ede and the surrounding 
Foodvalley region have a longstanding 
food tradition and the decision to 
establish a World Food Center was a 
deliberate choice. Working on healthy 
and sustainable food was in Ede’s DNA 
2400 years ago and it still is today.
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“Ede has a versatile economic profile.  
Construction, trade, industry, tourism and  
retail: it is all here, large and small, high-tech and 
traditional, with or without family roots. And of 
course: a strong and innovative agrifood cluster. 
It is easy to see why there are more than 58,000 
jobs in Ede. What’s more, Ede is a great place to 
live too. More and more people are discovering 
that Ede is a gateway to the Veluwe. How lovely 
is it to be able to enjoy the expanses of heathland 
and forest after a hard week at work? We have it 
all here, on our doorstep. 

Jan Pieter van der Schans, alderman Economy at the municipality of Ede

“Food innovations originate 
in the Foodvalley”

Interview

Healthy and sustainable food for everyone
The strength of the Foodvalley region is not what 
Ede and the seven other municipalities involved 
are doing as a solitary effort, but what we are 
doing together. We connected over the theme of 
agrifood, working together on tomorrow’s food 
supply. Regional collaboration is just makes sense 
– the economy doesn’t stop at the municipal  
border or the edge of the province. The regional 
deal we agreed with the state last year  
summarises it beautifully: we want healthy  
and sustainable food for everyone.

This region in particular can make the difference. 
We have a strong agricultural sector, strong  
business community, strong educational  
institutions and we have the WUR: the ultimate 
top institution for food problems. Innovations 
related to food originate in the Foodvalley.  
Definitely the perfect business climate for  
innovative agrifood businesses, organisations  
and knowledge institutions that want to work 
together on sustainable food for everyone.”

The perfect business climate  
for innovative agrifood  
businesses.

We Work Food



Join us   
at the heart of  
food innovation

The world within reach 
Intertwined as it is with the leafy Veluwe, the World Food Center 
is a stunning place to meet – in the middle of nature and  
yet with excellent accessibility from any national or  
international direction.

The NS Intercity railway station is within walking distance and  
it takes less than 26 minutes to get to Utrecht via the route 
that’s headed for Schiphol. The A12 and A30 motorways are 
close by, with Düsseldorf only 90 minutes away by car.
 
 

Distance to airports 
• Schiphol Internat. Airport < 1 hour
• Eindhoven Airport   < 1 hour
• Rotterdam Airport   < 1,5 hour
• Düsseldorf Internat. Airport  < 1,5 hour 
 
Public transport – Train 
• WFC - Utrecht   +/- 26 min
• WFC - Amsterdam   +/- 53 min
• WFC - Rotterdam   +/- 67 min
•  WFC - Eindhoven   +/- 90 min

Rotterdam

Utrecht
Ede

Amersfoort

Wageningen
Arnhem

Nijmegen

Zwolle

60 min. 90 min.

Eindhoven

Antwerpen

Brussel Maastricht

Düsseldorf

Essen

Oberhausen Dortmund

4

Amsterdam/Schiphol

Weeze

Den Haag
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New Ede-Wageningen station – Opening 2023

Ede-Wageningen station on the doorstep

Wageningen University & Research (WUR)

Wageningen University & Research  
Wageningen University & Research 
(WUR) is the greenest and most  
sustainable university in the world.  
The university is home to students  
from more than 100 countries.  
The university is top of the global  
leader board for agriculture,  
environment, ecology and forestry.

Station Ede-Wagingen 
Ede-Wageningen station is currently undergoing 
a complete renovation. With space for a P+R and 
approx. 500 parking spaces and bicycle parking 
for approx. 1,800 bikes, the station is ready for 
the future.

We Work Food

A world of knowledge  
and innovation within  
easy reach

WORLD FOOD CENTER — 13
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Local roots, international ambitions
“The Netherlands has a very innovative ecosystem 
for agrifood. Foodvalley NL is strongly rooted  
in this region, with many of our innovative  
participants based here. The proximity to  
the WUR and agrifood businesses facilitates  
collaborations. It is important that the collabora-
tions transcend the borders of the province. After 
all, together we are strong. We have regional 
roots, national representation and international 
ambitions.”

“The food system transition taking place  
right now can only be a success if we work  
together. Our ambition is to effect change in  
the international food industry from our base  
in the Netherlands.”

Boosting innovation
Foodvalley NL and its sister organisation Regio 
Foodvalley are focusing on the following themes: 
protein transition, healthy food and circular  
agriculture. Themes with a pull factor for  
businesses also active in these domains.  

“We facilitate pioneers, so they can do  
their work more easily and efficiently”

Interview

Marjolein Brasz, managing director at Foodvalley NL

“Our role is to make sure these themes are in  
the agenda, find out who is active within these  
themes and determine how we can facilitate  
these parties. We create an ecosystem that  
simplifies connections, meetings and collaborations. 
WFC should have a layout that does not just 
group offices together.

You should also stimulate the opportunity for 
businesses to find each other, for innovations  
to connect. This is not a given.” Marjolein  
emphasises the importance of a shared physical 
business climate. “Virtual cooperation does not 
just work in itself; you have to physically meet 
now and then. It’s all about coffee talk.”

The Netherlands is very attractive for international  
businesses and delegations. This is the location where  
they all converge and connect.

We Work Food
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 Bidfood
 Codian Robotics 
 DeliNuts
 De Heus Diervoeders
 Essensor
 FrieslandCampina 
 Innovation Centre
 

Education 

 Aeres Hogeschool
 Wageningen
 Aeres MBO Ede
 Aeres VMBO Ede
 Chritstelijke 
 Hogeschool Ede
 Het Streek College 
 Vakonderwijs

Kenniscampus 
Ede

Arnhem  
14 minutes

Utrecht  
26 minutes

World Food
Center

Wageningen 
Campus

Food & 
Business-

park

Business & 
Science Park 
Wageningen

A30

A12

1
9

7

4

13

18

12

17

6 10 19

1514

16

8 11

2

3

5

Spoorlijn Utrecht-Arnhem

Ede

Wageningen 

  Mérieux NutriSciences
 NIZO Food Research
 Riedel
 Unilever Foods 
 Innovation Center
 Vika Food Ingredients

 Rijn IJssel Vakschool 
 Wageningen
 ROC A12
 Wageningen University 
 & Research

1 12 177

2

13 18

8

93

14 19104

155

116

16

Centrum 
Ede

Several leading businesses*

* This is only a selection of the businesses located at WFC.

Railway  
station Ede- 
Wageningen
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Start-ups that  
contribute to  
renewal  
and innovation

Rival Foods is one of the young enterprises in Roots  
Innovation Hub at the World Food Center site. Ernst Breel 
and Birgit Bekkers founded the business to further develop 
meat substitutes, still very much a new phenomenon.  
“The products are often ready-made, with a flavour, smell 
and colour. There’s a lack of great culinary products that  
can be prepared in different ways. We want to change that.

We asked several chefs to work with our meat substitutes. 
They sliced, fried, roasted and marinated, but didn’t feel 
there was a difference from real meat. They were very  
enthusiastic.” Breel himself is excited about the possibilities 
Roots offers new entrepreneurs.

 

“Roots is the ideal incubator  
for start-ups”

Interview

Ernst Breel - Rival Foods

 
“It’s ideal that there are flexible terms for affordable  
business premises here, especially for start-ups who might 
not be able to afford long-term lease contracts.” What’s 
more, every start-up here learns from the next. “Questions 
about contracts, about how to deal with employees, or how 
to manage certain administrative issues: every start-up  
comes across these aspects and we can exchange a lot  
of knowledge this way.”

Existing offices in the Friso barracks

Ernst Breel – Rival Foods

We Work Food

Settling at the World Food Center at an early stage  
created international visibility. “For example, we were  
given funding by an international party who noticed us only 
because we were able to present our business case within 
the wider context of Wageningen and the Foodvalley.”
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From flexible workplace to start-up 
hub. The World Food Center allows 
you to settle on your terms.  
Surrounded by start-ups  
and multinationals.

We Work Food



Wageningen University & Research
Scientific education and research at the 
best agrifood university in the world. 
Here, over 6,500 employees and 
12,000 students from more than 100 
countries are working on healthier food 
and a better living environment for 
everyone on this planet. No other  
organisation is able to translate  
scientific breakthroughs into practical 
solutions quicker than here.

A hive
of talent 
at all levels
There are short lines to various renowned educational and research institutes,  

so that businesses at the World Food Center can count on a hive of young talent 

and experienced professionals.

Kenniscampus Ede
Kenniscampus Ede is a campus where 
living, learning and innovating merge. 
It offers a full range of vo, mbo and 
hbo (secondary education) courses 
aligned with the business community  
at Foodvalley. The campus can  
accommodate 12,000 pupils and  
students. The surrounding area offers 
several more agrifood-related  
educational institutions.  

Research facilities 
85% of Dutch research capacity  
within the agrifood sector is based 
here, within a 30-km radius around the  
World Food Center. The Wageningen 
University & Research shares its  
knowledge and expertise, and also  
makes its research facilities available.
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Synergy between science, education and society 
“Wageningen University & Research works closely together 
with the business community, public authorities and civil 
society organisations – more than 2000 partners in over  
100 countries. Finding answers together. The synergy  
between science, education and society is important.  
This synergy is also present at the World Food Center.

This is where the public can be informed about all aspects  
of food, and at the same time, provide insight into the  
behaviours and opinions of consumers as they participate in 
and contribute to social debates and scientific innovations.”

 
 

“finding answers together”
Interview

Rens Buchwaldt, executive board member at Wageningen University & Research

Talent is scarce. Attracting and retaining qualified 
team members will be a great challenge for many 
businesses over the coming years.

Nos. 1 and 2
Wageningen University & Research ‘number 1 in 
Agrifood’ and Christelijke Hogeschool Ede  
‘number 2 HBO in the Netherlands’.
 

> 20.000
Wo and HBO students.

 
 
2 billion
Euros in investment for Research &  
Development, knowledge and infrastructure 
between 2004 and 2023.

2.600
Food-related businesses  
(including retail).
 
 

85%
Dutch agrifood research capacity  
within 30 km.
 
 
34.030
Jobs in the Foodvalley region are  
in the Agro&Food top sector (2018).

We Work Food
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All this serves to create an appealing, vibrant work environment  
that attracts new generations like Millennials & Gen Z. the green  
surroundings are embraced in the architecture and interwoven with 
public spaces. The lines between inside and outside are barely  
distinguishable by design.
                                                                                             
All facilities provided  
The finished site will be fully equipped and exude ambiance. From 
park-like outdoor spaces to sports and leisure facilities, from  
state-of-the-art newbuild locations to event and business locations  
in characteristic style. Thanks to the excellent onsite meeting facilities, 
appealing locations for food and drink, and the optimised accessibility, 
the World Food Center is the perfect location for hosting international 
guests. The monumental Ketelhuis is undergoing renovation to be  
turned into an accessible hospitality concept, open daily for all  
employees, visitors and residents.

A healthy future
The physical surroundings are presented in line with the latest urban 
design insights, so that the buildings and facilities have a positive  
impact on the vitality and wellbeing of everyone who works here.  
Needless to say, the choices for materials, construction and energy 
provision are guided by sustainability and the health of the people 
working here.

 

A work environment   
that appeals to  
new generations

The beauty of the Veluwe 
literally spills over onto  
our site

We Work Food

The World Food Center offers talents an amazing  

environment to grow. Who wouldn’t want to work in a 

place as inspiring as this? The Veluwe’s expansive nature  

as a backdrop and the former barracks as a reminder of a 

rich past.
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“The beauty of the Veluwe literally 
spills over onto our site here. What’s 
more, we are immediately adjacent to 
the Ede-Wageningen Intercity station, 
encouraging employees and visitors to 
use sustainable travel options. They 
can easily leave their cars at home.” 
The presence of Wageningen University 
& Research and the many innovative 
agrifood businesses also make the  
World Food Center an appealing  
location. This dense concentration  
of knowledge and expertise not only 
creates synergy between businesses, 

but also emanates towards the  
consumer. “The power of the concept 
also means that knowledge businesses 
are able to present the world of food 
and relevant innovations to a visiting 
audience.  
Many businesses are even setting up 
their own experience centers. After all, 
entrepreneurs are meeting consumers 
here – a very valuable aspect. It is  
this business-to-consumer side in  
particular, this exposure related to the 
consumer, that is virtually unknown 
anywhere else. We believe in mixed 

area development: we will develop  
new premises for businesses as well  
as 600 new homes on this site, for 
example. The homes will be a vital part 
of the vibrant dynamic we envisage for 
this site. This is to be a location where 
people live, work and experience. The 
lively dynamism is exactly what makes 
it interesting for everyone. The World 
Food Center revolves around the  
development of superior and sustainable 
solutions, a prominent theme in the 
entire food industry.”

“A perfect spot for businesses,  
visitors and locals”

Interview

Jeroen Galle, director of projects for World Food Center Development

Artist impression of the accessible  

hospitality concept in the listed Ketelhuis
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The Stingerbol, a unique  
bastion for culture, food,  
business and education.

The Stingerbol at the World Food Center
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We Work Food

The Maurits barracks – Indoor
The atmospheric barracks are  
impressive; an industrial conference  
location. A stately entrance, high  
ceilings and large arched windows 
lend this location its unique ambiance. 
Hosts up to 60 guests in style.

Akoesticum – Indoor
The listed Friso barracks offer 15 rooms 
for flexible use. Extensive accommo-
dation facilities and in-house catering 
using local produce. Akoesticum is the 
perfect location for (multi-day) courses, 
meetings and events with a cultural 
flair for up to 700 guests.

The Stingerbol – Indoor
The unique shape of this building  
offers a host of options. From  
exhibitions to meetings, and from  
presentations to public debates.

Smook en Smaak – Indoor/Outdoor
Comprehensive packages are available 
for businesses and private parties from 
BBQ concept Smook en Smaak at the 
Stormbaan. Make the most of  
nature and enjoy outdoor life to the 
full. Smook en Smaak is adventure, 
connection, and relaxation.

World Food center: 
space and scope 
for events 

The Stormbaan – Outdoor
A unique location for events hosting up 
to 750 people, where the assault cour-
se still graces the forested landscape.

De Appèlplaats – Outdoor
The old roll call area, situated amidst 
the barracks, is a stunning spot for 
small events.

The Frisopark – Outdoor
In the middle of the Frisopark, with the 
barracks visible all around. This site is 
especially suitable for larger events.

From professional indoor event locations to unplugged  

experiences in the outdoors: the World Food Center has all 

the ingredients for a unique experience.

Maurits barracks conference location

Akoesticum in the Friso barracks



Food Unplugged B2B food festival on  

the assault course
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The amazing and leafy location is a 
popular choice for successful outdoor 
food events.
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Connection is at the heart of the World Food  
Center. Consider it as fertile ground where  
collaboration, co-creation, inventiveness and 
participation are cultivating a community. The 
site is vibrant and brimming with energy all year 
round, with activities and industriousness. The 
World Food Center offers plenty of opportunities 
for networking and is home to events, meetings, 
conferences, festivals, pop-ups and exhibitions – 
creating a dynamic and socially relevant business 
environment and a vibrant community.

The seed for an  
active community   
has already been planted

The World Food Center community is growing and 

flourishing. These food businesses are working on 

tomorrow’s big food issues. Many of them have 

their roots in Wageningen or other locations full 

of innovation. This network puts the whole world 

within easy reach.
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If you have been writing and talking about sustainability and healthy 
food for many years, you have to practice as you preach. So, when the 
team from inspiration platform Food Inspiration settled at the Friso 
barracks in 2017, Arjan de Boer, Managing Partner at Food Inspiration, 
blew a fresh wind through lunch. 

“Producing and consuming this volume of animal proteins is a  
completely untenable situation. We have to eat more plant-based  
products, they produce much less CO². It is an obvious fact, but  
progress is incredibly slow.” Arjan felt the move to the World Food 
Center was the perfect moment to make an impact, albeit small.  
“At Food Inspiration, we have read so many studies on healthy food 
and seen so many great examples of sustainable enterprise that it was 
time to start practising what we preach: no less than 80% of the lunch 
buffet is plant-based and all the food is from local suppliers. Fruit and 
vegetables are available in abundance and within easy reach. We do 
not ban unhealthy options, but we are making them less easily  
available. The principle is simple: there are no rules. The results?  
Because the healthier option is more easily available, even the biggest 
veg-haters have come round. You feel better and more energetic,  
and you are contributing to a better world.”

Many businesses are now enjoying the healthy lunches at the Friso 
barracks. The grand café, for example, plays a connecting role  
within the building. Arjan is working hard on his next step: the WFC  
community. “As Food Inspiration, we have an important role to play 
within this community. Together with other organisations on site, we 
drive the community. We have made a community manager available 
who is tasked with pooling the different strengths to accelerate the 
transition towards a more sustainable world.”

Arjan de Boer, Food Inspiration

“The large-scale transformation 
should be feasible as fast as we  
are achieving here”

Interview
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Businesses at the World Food Center
The World Food Center has great appeal and pull. 
These (food) businesses have already settled at 
the World Food Center. 
 
• Bio-innovations
• Bionext
• Boerenhart
• Chocadeau
• Corvus Drones
• Fan Factory
• Food Inspiration
• Foodlog
• Foodservice Network
• Foodstep
• Het koffieverbond
• ICR3ATE
• Mauritskazerne – industrial conference 
 location
• NederBanaan
• PuurDichtbij
• P5 in foodservice
• Producentenorganisatie Varkenshouder (POV)
• Rival Foods
• Shoot My Food Communication
• Smook & Smaak
• Stichting World Food Center Experience
• Teka Groep
• Vegger
• Zwartekoffie

Community management
The World Food Center is growing and flourishing; 
more and more food businesses are settling at this 
unique location to work together on a healthier and 
more sustainable food system. The community WFC 
network and community manager Laura Boon play an 
important role in this setting. Laura facilitates  
collaboration, knowledge-sharing and inspiration.

Food Unplugged at WFC

Laura Boon, WFC community manager

We Work Food



Are you curious about the possibilities at World Food  
Center? This is where we create the perfect business  
climate for innovative (agri)food businesses, organisations 
and knowledge institutions who strive to build together to 
create a healthy future for people, planet and profit.  
Join our Food-driven ecosystem. We look forward to  
discussing your options.

LET’S TALK
BUSINESS!

World Food Center 
Nieuwe Kazernelaan 2-D42, 6711 JC Ede  
info@worldfoodcenter.net
www.worldfoodcenter.net

Questions about establishing your 
business at the World Food Center?
Louis de Boer  
T.  +31 6 54 754 488
E. l.boer@bpd.nl

Sander van de Pol  
T. +31 318 68 00 26
E.  sander.van.de.pol@ede.nl

The World Food Center area is being developed by the Ede municipality and WFC Development B.V.,  

a collaboration between BPD (Bouwfonds Property Development), Green Real Estate B.V. and Van Wijnen Groep N.V.




